The Racetrack Market
For the most part, 1 academic research on security markets has bypassed an interesting and accessible market-the racetrack for thoroughbred horses-with its highly standardized form of security-the tote ticket. The racetrack shares many of the characteristics of the archtypical securities market in listed common stocks. Moreover the racetrack gains further interest from its significant differences, and more importantly, because it is inherently a more elementary market context, lacking many of the dynamic features which complicate analysis of the stock market.
The "market" at the track in North America convenes for about 20 minutes, during which participants place bets on any number of the six to twelve horses in the following race. In a typical race, participants can bet on each horse, either to win, place or show. 2 The horses that finish the race first, second or third are said to finish "in-the-money." All participants who have bet a horse to win, realize a positive return on that bet only if the horse is first, while a place bet realizes a positive return if the horse is first or second, and a show bet realizes a positive return if the horse is first, second or third. Regardless of the outcome, all bets have limited liability. Unlike most casino games such as roulette, but like the stock market, security prices (i.e. the "odds") are jointly determined by all participants and a rule governing transaction costs (i.e. the track "take"). To take the simplest case, for win, all bets across all horses to win are aggregated to form the win pool. If W i represents the total amount bet by all participants on horse i to win, then W = ∑ i W i is the win pool and WQ/W i is the payoff per dollar bet on horse i to win if and only if horse i wins, where 1 -Q is the percentage transaction costs.
3 If horse i does not win, the payoff per dollar bet is zero.
The track is "competitive" in the sense that every dollar bet on horse i to win, regardless of the identification of the bettor, has the same payoff. , a number less than one. The interest rate at the track is thus negative and solely determined by the level of transactions costs. Thus, apart from an exogeneously set riskless rate, the participants at the track jointly determine the security prices. For example, by betting more on one horse than another, the state-contingent price of the first horse increases relative to the second, or alternatively the payoff per dollar bet decreases on the first relative to the second.
The rules for division of the place and show pools are slightly more complex than the win pool.
Let P j be the amount bet on horse j to place and P ≡ ∑ j P j be the place pool. Similarly S k is the amount bet on horse k to show and the show pool is S ≡ ∑ k S k . The payoff per dollar bet on horse j to place is 3 1 + [PQ -P i -P j ] / (2P j ) if i is first and j is second or j is first and i is second 0 otherwise.
Thus, if horses i and j are first and second, each bettor on j (and also i) to place first receives the amount of his bet back. The remaining amount in the place pool, after the track take, is then split evenly between the place bettors on i and j. The payoff to horse j to place is independent of whether j finishes first or second, but it is dependent on which horse finishes with it. A bettor on horse j to place hopes that a longshot, not a favorite, will finish with it.
The payoff per dollar bet on show is analogous
k is first, second or third and finishes with i and j 0 otherwise.
In many ways the racetrack is like the stock market. A technical strategy based on discrepancies between the amounts bet on the same horses to win, place and show, is examined in this paper. Since a short position has a perfectly negative correlated outcome to the result of normal bet, a given horse can be "shorted" by buying tickets on all the other horses in a race.
The racetrack also differs from the stock market in important ways. In the stock market, an investor's profit depends not only on the initial price he pays for a security, but also on what some other investor is willing to pay him for it when he decides to sell. Thus his profit depends not only on how well the underlying firm does in terms of earnings over the time he holds it stock (i.e. supply uncertainty), but also on how other investors value that stock in the future (i.e. demand uncertainty). Given the initial price, both the nature and behavior of other market participants determine his profit. Thus current stock prices might depend not only on "fundamental" factors but also on market "psychology"-the tastes, beliefs, and endowments of other investors, etc. In contrast once all bets are placed at the track prior to a given race (i.e. initial security prices are given), the result of the race and the corresponding payoffs depend only on nature. There is no demand uncertainty at the track.
Previous Work on Racetrack Efficiency
A market is efficient if current security prices fully reflect all available relevant information. If this is the case, experts should not be able to achieve higher than average returns with regularity.
A number of investigators have demonstrated that the New York Stock Exchange and other major security markets are efficient and so-called experts in fact achieve returns when adjusted for risk that are no higher than those that would be received from random investments (see Copeland and Weston (1979) , Fama (1970 Fama ( , 1976 and Rubinstein (1975) for discussion, terminology, and relevant references). For an exception see Downes and Dyckman (1973) . Snyder (1978) provided an investigation of the efficiency of the market for racetrack bets to win. The question Snyder poses is whether or not bets at different odds levels yield the same average return. The rate of return for odds group i is Fabricant (1965) , Griffith (1949 Griffith ( , 1961 , McClothlin (1956) , Seligman (1975) and Weitzman (1965) suggest that there are "strong and stable biases, but these are not large enough to make it possible to earn a positive profit" (Snyder (1978) , p. 1110). In particular, extreme favorites tend to be under bet and longshots overbet. The combined results of several studies comparing over 30,000 races are summarized in Table 1 . Since the track take averages about 18%, the net rate of return for any strategy that consistently bets within a single odds category is -9% or less. For horses with odds averaging 33 the net rate of return is about -42%.
Conventional financial theory does not explain these biases because it is usual to assume that as nondiversifiable risk (e.g. variance) rises expected return rises as well. In the win pool, expected return declines as risk increases. An explanation consistent with the expected utility hypothesis is that investors (as a composite) are risk lovers and behave as if the betting opportunities are limited to a single race. Weitzman (1965) and Ali (1977) have estimated such utility functions. Ali's estimated utility function over wealth w is the convex function u(x) = 1.191w 1.1784 (R 2 = .9981) which has increasing absolute risk aversion. Thus by the Arrow-Pratt (1964 ) theory investors will take more risk as their wealth declines. This explains the common phenomenon that bettors, when losing, tend to bet more and more on longer odds horses in a desperate attempt to recoup earlier losses. Moreover, since u is nearly linear for large w, investors are nearly risk neutral at such wealth levels.
A second explanation is that gamblers simply prefer low probability high prize combinations (i.e. longshots) to high probability low prize combinations. Besides the possible gains involved, gamblers have egos associated with analyzing racing forms and pitting one's predictions against others. Luck and entertainment as well are largely absent in betting favorites. The thrill is to successfully detect a moderate or long odds winner and thus confirm one's ability to outperform the other bettors. Such a scenario is consistent with the data and leads to the biases. Rossett (1965) provides an analysis of ways to construct low probability-high prize bets through parlays and other combinations that can be used to avoid the longshot tail bias problem and to take advantage of the favorite bias. In an effort to capitalize on this market, many tracks feature such bets in the form of the daily double, the exacta and the quinella. However, none of these schemes appear to yield bets with positive net returns.
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Other studies of racetrack efficiency have been conducted by Ali (1979) , Figlewski (1979) and Snyder (1978) . Ali shows that the win market is efficient in the sense that independently derived bets with identical probabilities of winning do in fact have the same odds in a statistical sense. His analysis utilizes daily double bets and the corresponding parlays, i.e. bet the proceeds if the chosen horse wins the first race on the chosen horse in the second race, for 1089 races.
Figlewski, using a multinomial logit probability model to measure the information content of the forecasts of professional handicappers and data from 189 races at Belmont in 1977, found that these forecasts do contain considerable information but the track odds generated by bettors discount almost all of it. Snyder provided strong form efficiency tests of the form: are there persons with special information that would allow them to outperform the general public? He found using data on 846 races at Arlington Park in Chicago that forecasts from three leading newspapers, the daily racing form and the official track handicapper did not lead to bets that outperformed the general public.
Proposed Test
The studies described in Section 2 examine racetrack efficiency with respect to the win pool only. In this paper our concern is with the efficiency of the place and show pools relative to the win pool and with the development of procedures to best capitalize on potential inefficiencies between these three "markets." We utilize the following definition of weak-form efficiency: the market is weakly-efficient if no individual can earn positive profits using trading rules based on historical price information. In Baumol's (1965, p. 46) words … "all opportunities for profit by systematic betting are eliminated." Our analysis utilizes the following two data sets: 1) Data Set In the analysis of the efficiency of the win pool, one may compare the actual frequency of winning with the theoretical probability of winning as reflected through the odds. Similar analyses are possible for the place and show pools once an estimate of the theoretical probabilities of placing and showing for all horses is available. There is no unique way to obtain these estimates. However, very reasonable estimates obtain from the natural generalization of the following simple procedure. Suppose three horses have probabilities to win of 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2, respectively. Now if horse 2 wins, a Bayesian would naturally expect that the probabilities that horses 1 and 3 place (i.e. win second place) are 0.5/0.7 and 0.2/0.7, respectively. In general, if q i (i = 1, . . ., n) is the probability horse i wins, then the probability that i is first and j is second is
and the probability that i is first, j is second and k is third is
Harville (1973) gives an analysis of these formulas. Despite their apparent reasonableness they suffer from at least two flaws:
1) no account is made of the possibility of the "Silky Sullivan" problem; that is, some horses generally either win or finish out-of-the-money-for example, see footnote 5 in Hausch, Ziemba and Rubinstein (1980) ; for these horses the formulas greatly over-estimate the true probability of finishing second or third; and 2) the formulas are not derivable from first principles involving individual horses running times; even independence of these random variables T 1 ,. . .,T n is neither necessary nor sufficient to imply the formulas.
In addition to assuming (1) and (2), we assume that
That is, the win pool is efficient. The discussion above, of course, indicates that this assumption is suspect in the tails, and this is discussed below. Table 2a -c compares the actual versus theoretical probability of winning, placing and showing for data set 2. Similar tables for data set 1 appear in King (1978) ; see also Harville (1973) . The usual tail biases appear in Table 2a (although they are not significant at the 5% confidence level). One has reverse tail biases in the finishing second and third probabilities, see Tables 2b and 2c in Hausch, Ziemba and Rubinstein (1980) . This occurs because if the probability to win is overestimated (underestimated) and probabilities sum to one, it is likely that the probabilities of finishing second and third would be underestimated (overestimated). Tables 2b and 2c, Since it is the accuracy of these probabilities rather than the q i 's that is of crucial importance in the calculations and model below, this canceling provides some justification for omitting the tail biases in (3). In practice, bets are only made on horses with expected returns considerably above 1, e.g., 1.16 at Santa Anita. Modification of the q i to include these biases might change the 1.16 to 1.14, for example. See also the discussion below and in Sections 4 and 5. a Categories for which the theoretical probability and the actual frequency are different at the 5% significance level are denoted by *'s. The estimated standard error is (s 2 /N) ½ where the actual frequency sample variance
2 )/(N -1). Since the X i are either 0 or 1, E(X 2 ) = EX and s
= N(EX -(EX)
2 )/(N -1).
Formulas (1)- (3) can be used to develop procedures that yield net rates of return for place and show betting that are higher than expected (i.e. -18%) and indeed make positive profits. As a first step towards development of a "system," we present the results on the two data sets of $1 bets when the theoretical expected return is α for varying α. The expected return from a $1 bet to place on horse l is 6,7 (4) and (5) give the marginal expected return for an additional $1 bet to place or show on horse l. To obtain the average expected rates of return one simply replaces (1 + p l ) and (1 + s l ) in these expressions by p l and s l , respectively. From a practical point of view, with usual track data, these quantities are virtually identical. 
where Q is 1 minus the track take, P ≡ ∑P i is the place pool, P i is bet on horse i to place and INT(Y) means the largest integer not exceeding Y. In (4) the quantities P and P i are the amounts bet before an additional $1 is bet; similarly with S and S i in (5), below. The expressions involving INT take into account the fact that $2 bets return payoffs rounded down to the nearest $0.10. The two expressions represent the expected payoffs if l is first or second, respectively. Similarly, the expected payoff from a $1 bet to show on horse l is
where S ≡ ∑S i is the show pool, S i is bet on horse i to show and the three expressions represent the expected payoffs if l is first, second and third, respectively.
Naturally one would expect that positive profits would not be obtained, given the inherent inaccuracies in assumptions (1)-(3), unless the theoretical expected return α were significantly greater than 1. However, we might hope that the actual rate of return would at least increase with α and be somewhat near α. Table 3 indicates this is true for both data sets. The perverse behavior for high α in the place pool is presumably a small sample phenomenon. Additional calculations along these lines appear in Harville (1973) . 
A Betting Model
The results in Table 3 give a strong indication that there are significant inefficiencies in the place and show pools and that it is possible not only to achieve above average returns but to make substantial profits. In this section we develop a model indicating not only which horses should be bet but also how much should be bet, taking into account investor preferences and wealth levels and the effect of bet size on the odds.
We consider an investor having initial wealth w 0 contemplating a series of bets. It is natural to suppose that the investor would wish to maximize the long run rate of asset growth and thus employ the so-called Bernoulli capital growth model; see Ziemba and Vickson (1975) for references and discussion of various assumptions and results. We use the following result: if in each time period t = 1, 2, … there are I investment opportunities with returns per unit invested denoted by the random variables x t1 , …, x tI , where x ti have finitely many distinct values and for distinct t the families are independent, then maximizing E[log ∑λ ti x ti ], subject to ∑λ ti ≤ w t , λ ti ≥ 0 maximizes the asymptotic rate of asset growth. The assumptions are quite reasonable in a horseracing context because there are a finite number of return possibilities and the race by race returns are likely to be nearly independent since different horses will be running (although the jockeys and trainers may not be).
The second key feature of the model is that it considers an investor's ability to influence the odds by the size of his bets. 8 This yields the following model to calculate the optimal amounts to bet for place and show.
∑∑∑ ∑ ∑
The first model to include this feature seems to be Isaacs (1953) . Only win bets are considered with linear utility, and he is able to determine the exact solution in closed form. His model may be useful in situations where the perfect market assumption (3) is violated or where special expertise leads one to believe their estimates of the q i are better than those of the other bettors.
where Q = 1 -the track take, W i , P j and S k are the total dollar amounts bet to win, place and show on the indicated horses by the crowd, respectively, W ≡ ∑W i , P ≡ ∑P j and S ≡ ∑ S k are the win, place and show pools, respectively, q i ≡ W i /W is the theoretical probability that horse i wins, w 0 is initial wealth and p l and s l are the investor's bets to place and show on horse l, respectively. The formulation (6) maximizes the expected logarithm of final wealth considering the probabilities and payoffs from all possible horserace finishes. It is exact except for the minor adjustment made that the rounding down to the nearest $0.10 for a two-dollar bet, see (4) and (5), is omitted. 9 For the values of α ≥ 1.16 it was observed that in a given race at most three l ρ and three s l were nonzero. When (6) is then simplified, it can be solved in less than 1 second of CPU time. 10 A discussion of the generalized concavity properties of (6) will appear in a forthcoming paper by Kallberg and Ziemba.
The results are illustrated by function 1 in Figures 1 and 2 for the two data sets using an initial wealth of $10,000. In both cases the bet produced from (6) lead to well above average returns and to positive profits.
11 These results may be contrasted with random betting; function 2 in Figures 1 and 2 . Intuition suggests that Santa Anita with its larger betting pools would have more accurate estimates of the q i than would be obtained at Exhibition Park. Hence positive profits would result from lower values of α. The results bear this out, and only horses with α ≥ 1.20 for Exhibition Park were considered for possible bets. Generally speaking the bets are usually favorites and almost always on those horses with maximum (W i /W)/(P i /P) and (W i /W)/(S i /S) ratios. These ratios of the theoretical probability of winning to the track take unadjusted odds to place or show form a type of cost-benefit ratio that provides a first approximation to α. This is discussed further in Section 5, below. Most of the bets are to show and one tends to bet only about once per day. The numbers of bets and their size distribution are presented in Table 4 . As expected, the influence on the odds made by our investor's bets is much greater at Exhibition Park, hence the bets there tend to be much smaller than at Santa Anita. However, even there about 10% of the bets exceed $1,000. Results from expected log betting to place and show when expected returns are 1.16 or better with initial wealth $10,000. 2 Approximate wealth level history for random horse betting. Total dollars bet is as in system 1 ($116,074). Track payback is 82.5%; therefore final wealth level is $10,000 -0.175($116,074) = -$10,313. (Note: breakage is not taken into consideration.) 3 Results from using the Exhibition Park approximate regression scheme (with initial wealth $2,500) at Santa Anita. The log formulation has absolute risk aversion 1/w, which for wealth around $10,000 is virtually zero. Zero absolute risk aversion is, of course, achieved by linear utility. One then will bet on the horse (or horses) with the highest α, etc., continuing until there are no favorable bets or the betting wealth has been fully utilized. The results of such linear utility betting with w 0 = $10,000 are: at Exhibition Park with α ≥ 1.20, final wealth is $14,818; at Santa Anita with α ≥ 1.16, final wealth is $10,910. Such a strategy is a very risky one and leads to some very large bets. The log function has the distinct advantage that it implies negative infinite utility at zero wealth; hence bets having any significant probability of yielding final wealth near zero are avoided. 
Making the System Operational
The calculations reported in Figures 1 and 2 were made under the assumption that the investor is free to bet once all other bettors have placed their bets. In practice one can only attempt to be one of the last bettors.
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There is a natural tradeoff between placing a bet too early and increasing the inaccuracies and running the possibility of arriving too late at the betting window to place a bet. 13 The time just prior to the beginning of a race is crucial since many bets are typically made then including the so called "smart money" bets made very close to the beginning of the race so their impact on other bettors is minimized. It is thus extremely important that the investor be able to perform all calculations necessary to place the bet(s) very quickly. Typically, since tracks have neither public phones nor electricity, calculation can at most utilize battery operated calculators or possibly a battery operated special purpose computer. Even if computing times were negligible, the very act of punching in the data needed for an exact calculation is too time-consuming since it takes more than one minute. Therefore, in practice, approximations that utilize a limited number of input data elements are required. Several types of approximations are possible such as the tabular rules of thumb developed by King (1978) or the regression procedures suggested here. Our procedure indicates whether or not a bet to place or show is warranted and at what level using the following eight data inputs: w 0 , W i* , P i* , Q j* , S j* , W, P and S, where i* is an i for which (W i /W)/(P i /P) is maximized and j* is a j for which (W j /W)/(S j /S) is maximized. It is easy to determine i* and j*, particularly since i* often equals j*, by inspection of the tote board. The approximation supposes that the only possible bets are i* to place and j* to show. The regressions, as given below, must be calibrated to a given track and initial wealth level. As a prelude to actual betting the regressions were calibrated at Exhibition Park for w 0 = $2500. For calculated i*, the expected return on a $1 bet to place is approximated by 
All the coefficients in (7)- (10) are highly significant at levels not exceeding 0.05. Utilizing the equations (7)- (10), results in a scheme in which the data input and execution time on a modern hand held programmable calculator is about 35 seconds.
The results of utilizing this method on the Exhibition Park data with initial wealth of $2,500 are shown in Figure 3 , functions 1 and 2. Using the exact calculations, yields a final wealth of $5,197 while the approximation scheme has an even higher final wealth of $7,698. The approximation scheme leads to 63 more bets (174 versus 111) than the exact calculation. Since these bets had a positive net return, the total profit of the approximation scheme exceeds that of the exact calculation. Thus, it is clear that one would maximize profits with a cutoff rule below the conservative level of 1.20. The size distribution of bets from the exact and approximate solutions are remarkably similar; see Table 6 in Hausch, Ziemba and Rubinstein (1980) . For place, there were 17 bets where p EX exceeded or equaled 1.20 of which 7 (41%) were in the money. Only 2 of these 17 bets were not chosen by the regression. However 14 horses were chosen for betting by the regressions even though their "true" p EX was less than 1.20. Most of these had "true" p EX values close to 1.20 and were favorites. Four of these horses (29%) were in-the-money. For show, there were 94 bets where EX s exceeded or equaled 1.20 of which 52 (55%) were in-the-money. Only 8 of these were overlooked by the regressions, while 59 bets with "true" EX s values less than 1.20 were chosen by the regressions. Of these, 39 (66%) were in-the-money.
The regression method is a simple procedure that seems to work well. For example using it on the Santa Anita data (without reestimating the coefficients) indicates that initial wealth of $2,500 would yield a final wealth of $8,104; see function 3 in Figure 1 . Conceivably, there are many possible refinements using fundamental information that could be added. Many of these refinements as well as discussion of the results of actual betting will appear in a forthcoming book by Ziemba and Hausch . One such refinement is the supposition that the win market is more efficient under normal fast track conditions and less efficient when the track is slow, muddy, heavy, wet, sloppy, etc. Bets were made on 87 of the 110 days at Exhibition Park; of these, 57 days had a fast track. Using the regression yields "fast track" bets of $32,501 returning $38,364 for a net profit of $5,863. On the nonfast days the regressions suggest bets of $17,180 returning $16,515 for a loss of $665. Hence this refinement decreases the time spent at the track and increases the net profit from $5,198 to $5,863.
Implementation and Reliability of the System
The model presented in this paper assumed that one can utilize the betting data that prevails at the end of the betting period, say t, to calculate optimal bets. In practice, however, even with the approximations given by (7)- (10), one requires about 1-1.5 minutes to physically calculate the optimal bets and place them. Thus one can only utilize betting information from τ (≈ t -1.5). Hence bets that were optimal at τ may not be as profitable at t. Some evidence by Ritter (1978) seems to indicate that the odds on the expost favorite at t often decrease from τ to t. In which case, an optimal bet at τ may be a poor bet at t. Ritter investigated the systems: bet on i* if (P i* /P/(W i* /W) ≤ 0.7 and on j* if (S j* /S)/(W j* /W) ≤ 0.7. (For comparison equations (7) and (9) indicate the more restrictive constraints 0.6373 and 0.5912, respectively, instead of 0.7. The less restrictive Ritter constraints yield about three times as many bets as (7) and (9) indicate.) Using a sample of 229 harness races at Sportsman's Park and Hawthorne Park in Chicago he found that with $2 bets these systems gained 24% and 16%, respectively. But a 15% advantage shrunk to -1% if one uses the τ bets with a random shock over the τ to t period (for the show bets for the 95 races at Hawthorne with a 0.65 cutoff). There are some difficulties with the design of Ritter's experiment, such as the small sample, the inclusion of only $2 bets and the use of a random shock rather than an estimate of usual trends from τ to t, etc.; however, his results point to the difficulty of actually making substantial profits in a racetrack setting.
An attempt was made during the summer 1980 racing season at Exhibition Park to implement the proposed system and observe the "end of betting problem." Nine racing days were attended during which 90 races were run. At t -2 minutes the win, place, and show data were recorded on any horse that, through equations (7) and (9), warranted a bet. Equations (8) and (10) were then used on this data to determine the regression estimates of the optimal bets. Updated toteboard data on these horses were recorded until the end of betting to determine if the horse remained a system bet. Results of this experiment are shown in Table 5 where: 1) an initial wealth of $2,500 is assumed; 2) size of bet calculations are done on data at t -2 minutes; and 3) returns are based on final data. Twenty-two bets were made that yielded final wealth of $3,716 for a profit of $1,216. Actual betting was not done, but making the calculations two minutes before the end of betting, allows 1.5 minutes to place the bet, more than enough time. Note in Table 5 that many systems bets at t -2 were not system bets at t; however, all had regression expected returns of more than one. be the return from a $1 bet in trial i. In n trials, the probability of winning at least 100y% of the total bet is 
Assume that the trials are independent. Since the X i are binomially distributed, (11) can be approximated by a normal probability distribution as For n = 22 this probability is only 0.054 and for n = 50 and 100 this probability is 0.008 and 0.0003, respectively. Thus it is reasonable to suppose that the results from the 1980 Exhibition Park data (as well as the 1978 Exhibition Park and 1973/1974 Santa Anita data with their larger samples) represent true exploitation of a market inefficiency.
